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Bizarre Sounds Cause Public Bus Disturbance

Passengers upset by strange voice in teen's pocket-mobile phone to blame

San Francisco, CA (PRWEB) April 2, 2005 -- Early morning riders of Muni #47 were treated to more than a
quiet commute on their way to work today when unexpected and strange sounds were heard coming out of a
young man's pants. What started out as a simple prank quickly escalated into three angered women aggressively
forcing sixteen year old, Ben "Razz" Parker out of the rear bus door.

"There were all sorts of noises coming out of this guys pocket," said Pepper Lipson, a commuter on the bus. "I
heard what I thought were chickens, then a screaming baby and finally an old man's voice yelling 'what do you
say there butterboots'. It was (expletive) weird."

The women, all who wished to remain unidentified, claimed that while the man kept to himself and pretended
nothing was going on, it became clear that strange noises were coming from his pants. After being asked
repeatedly to stop doing whatever it was he was doing, the three women forcefully pulled the teen from his seat
and threw him out of the back door, ridding the bus of the public disturbance.
In doing so, the young man dropped his mobile phone, which was later discovered to have caused the noises.
Somehow the keypad numbers were configured to launch different sounds including a "chicken" and "baby,"
rather than the tones typically heard. Across the top of the phone's screen was the word "Phonebites" apparently
the name of the sound effects machine. No arrests, injuries were confirmed.
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Contact Information
Jeff Kirschner
PHONEBITES INC.
415.626.2460

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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